Dreamland — Accordion Mini Album

Directions:

1. Cut a 5½” x 7¾” of ivory cardstock and score (with paper tall) ½” from right edge. Cut a 10” x 7 ¾” piece and score (with paper wide) at ¾”, 6¾” and 7”. Join the two as shown, overlapping the ½” scored area, indicated in red.

2. Cut a 5½” x 7¾” piece of Blossom Bright and score (with paper tall) ½” from right edge. Cut another piece at 3¼” x 7¾” and score (with paper tall) ¼” from left edge. Cut a 5¾” x 7 ⅞” piece of (B-side) Slumber Sea. Adhere each to the inside of the constructed base, matching up score lines and burnish well.
3. Flip album around to the outside. Cut and adhere a 3” x 7¾” piece of (B-side) Blossom Bright to left panel, an 5½” x 7¾” piece (B-side) of Magical Moments to center, and a 5” x 7¾” piece of (B-side) Dreamland to the right. Cut two ⅛” x 7¾” strips of Blossom Bright and adhere to spaces between scores. Round the corners of the album, if desired.

4. Cut and score the following: two Enchanted Garden (A-side & B-side) 5¼” x 7” and score ⅛” from left edges of each, Blossom Bright 5½” x 7” (no scores), Unicorn Fantasy 5¼” x 7” scored ¼” from right, and Moonbeam Dance 5¼” x 7” scored ¼” from right.

5. Adhere the pieces from Step 4 in the order shown, starting right to left in photo, to form an accordion unit.

6. Adhere the last page of the accordion unit into the center panel of the album base, centered, as shown.

7. From scrap packaging, cut six ¼” x 4” and three 2½” x ¼” strips. Adhere three like pieces together to form three sturdy supports for the next step.

8. Locate the photo frame in the Die-cut Assortment and adhere the pieces from Step 7 around three sides as shown. This will create a channel for your slide-in. Cut a 2¼” x 4½” piece of (B-side) Dreamland. Adhere the small scalloped circle from Die-cuts to the back/top for a pull tab. Check the fit of your slider between the “channels” on your photo frame. Adjust as needed.

9. Fold a 34” length of waxed twine in half to find center and wrap around the album so tails are to the right. Place clear tape onto the twine and album cover as shown. This will allow your slider to slide easily in the next step. Tie twine through the “Dreamer of Dreams” chipboard heart and knot it.

10. Adhere the photo frame from Step 8, pop up the “Sweet Dream” die-cut, then slide your photo slider from Step 8 into the frame. This will allow you to change out the photo you place inside, if desired.

This is the basic assembly of the album. Now you can decorate and embellish!
Use the Main image on page 1 for reference and select the chipboard butterfly and tag pieces, adhere them layered as shown. If desired, insert a 4” length of twine through the butterfly and tie knots to mimic antennae.

11. Create a pocket by cutting a 5” x 6” piece of (B-side) *Stars Aligned*. Score ½” from left and bottom. Trim away the corner as shown.

12. Flip pocket over and fold on a diagonal as shown. Burnish well.

13. Place adhesive on the ½” scored areas only and adhere the pocket to the inside left panel of the album. Adorn pocket with chipboard oval, and die-cut pieces as shown, adding 2” of waxed twine to the tag and (2) 10” pieces to the chipboard.

14. With accordion pages folded flat, adorn the first panel. Cut a 3½” x 5” piece of (B-side) *Stars Aligned* and adhere just above center. Cut a 3” x 3¾” piece of (B-side) *Slumber Sea* and adhere as shown. Adorn with three hearts from Die-cuts. Tie a 10” length of twine through the chipboard tag, into a bow and adhere.

15. Tie 10” lengths of twine through the “Dreamer” chipboard tag into bows and adhere to next panel.

16. Create a stacking double pocket by cutting a 4¾” x 3¼” piece of (B-side) *Slumber Sea*. Cut a 5¾” x 4¼” piece of (B-side) *Stars Aligned* and score ½” on 3 sides. Cut away two corners as shown.

17. Adhere scored pocket (Step 16) to next panel, then stack the next pocket and adhere on three sides to form the top pocket. Adorn with chipboard tag (10” of twine tied into a bow), and “Be Happy” Die-cut tag.

18. Use paper scraps to create tags and photos mats. Cut a 4½” x 6” piece of (B-side) *Magical Moments*, add banner piece from the die-cuts (Cut part of the sunflower banner. Save the other half for Step 22). Cut a 2¾” x 8” piece of (B-side) *Blossom Bright*, fold in half and adhere closed, trim top corners, punch a hole, and insert 3” twine. Repeat steps for a 2⅛” x 8” piece of (B-side)
**Moonbeam Dance.** Cut a 2½” x 1” “Dreamland” cut-apart from *Stars Aligned* and a 2½” x ¾” border piece from *Magical Moments*. Adorn tags as shown.

**Aligned and adhere right end to pocket, then adhere small moon chipboard piece.** Cut a 4” x 3½” piece of (B-side) *Slumber Sea* for a removable photo mat. Add banner from die-cuts to upper left corner.

19. Insert tags and photo mats from Step 18 into double pockets. Add two more die-cut pieces with dimensional foam. (Sunflower and banner)

20. From *Stars Aligned*, cut two cut-aparts: 2¾” x 3¾” (Dreamer of Dreams) and 2¾” x 2¾” (Sunflower Girls) and adhere to next panel overlapping with adhesive only in the outer and lower areas, to serve as a tuck spot. Add the sunflower chipboard circle. From Step 4 of the Display Stand, use the cut-away piece of *Unicorn Fantasy* to cut a 3¾” x 5” and tuck into the space.

21. Adhere the umbrella girl Die-cut to the next panel, then pop up the “Beautiful” banner die-cut piece.

22. Flip accordion unit to other side. Cut a 2¼” x 6¾” piece of *Unicorn Fantasy* and adhere on three sides to first panel to form a side-loading pocket. Cut the 2¾” x 1¾” Ship cut-apart from *Stars Aligned* and adhere right end to pocket, then adhere small moon chipboard piece. Cut a 4” x 3½” piece of (B-side) *Slumber Sea* for a removable photo mat. Add banner from die-cuts to upper left corner.

23. Insert two 10” lengths of twine through ship chipboard tag into bows and adhere to next panel.


25. Insert a 12” length of twine through the Fairy Dance tag die-cut and the tiny fairy chipboard tag and into a bow. Adhere this unit to next panel.

26. Cut a 4” x 7” piece of (B-side) *Enchanted Garden*, snip top two corner to create a tag. Repeat the steps with a 3¾” x 6” piece of (B-side) *Magical Moments*. Finish off the tops by folding over circle and oval pieces from the die-cut pieces. Insert into diagonal pocket.
Directions:

1. Remove the inner box from the outer matchbox. With inner box on its side, opening facing you, adhere two 8” x ½” strips and two ½” x 27⁄8” strips of (B-side) Slumber Sea to the box as shown, creating a frame about 1⁄8” from the outer edge. Repeat this step on the other long side of the box, then adhere two 6” x ½” and two ½” x 27⁄8” strips to each short side of box.

2. Cut two 8” x 2” pieces of (B-side) Moonbeam Dance and adhere to each long side of the box, with equal spacing around the left, bottom and right. Repeat with two 5¾” x 2” pieces of the same paper to the short sides. Cut two 8” x ¾” strips using scalloped scissors on one long edge of (B-side) Stars Aligned and adhere to long sides of box. Repeat with two 5¾” x ¾” pieces of the same paper to short sides.

3. Cut two 8” x ¼” and two ½” x 5¾” strips of (B-side) Slumber Sea and adhere in the same frame fashion onto the top of the box. Adhere a 8” x 5¾” piece of (B-side) Moonbeam Dance to top, centered.

4. Cut a 6¼” x 8” piece of Unicorn Fantasy. Cut away the center as follows: mark a line 13⁄16” from left and right sides, then a line 7⁄8” from the top, and 1¼” from the bottom. Cut out center rectangle along lines. Save cut-away piece for the mini album project (Step 20).

5. Adhere the frame from Step 4 to the matchbox as shown. Cut two 5” x 8” pieces of Unicorn Fantasy and adhere to sides (not shown in photo). Cut two of (B-side) of Stars Aligned at 3” x ¾” and one 6¼” x ¾” and scallop one long edge. Adhere to top portion of frame on front and papers on sides.
6. Cut a 6¾" x 8" and two 3" x 8" pieces of (B-side) Dreamland and adhere inner walls of matchbox.

7. Flip the inner box over and adhere claw feet with strong metal glue. (Tip: Glue one at a time, holding in place for 60 seconds until set. Set aside to dry solid for at least 30 minutes.)

8. Cut Ivory Cardstock 8¾" x 5½" and score each of the four sides at ½" and 1", as indicated with red lines.

9. Cut away the areas shown and cut a slit as indicated at each corner.

10. Fold score lines in the same direction and burnish with a bone folder. Glue the small tabs in first, then the remaining sides to form a lid for the display box.

11. Cut (B-side) of Slumber Sea 6½" x 3¼ and adhere to top of lid. Cut two 8" x ¾" and two 3¾" x ½" strips from (B-side) Stars Aligned. Adhere the 8" strips to the long sides of the lid first, folding excess around corners, then adhere the shorter pieces to sides. Cut apart the die-cut piece and adhere two halves to lid as shown.

12. Adhere full moon chipboard piece to lid.

13. Adhere small chipboard pieces and five die-cut butterflies as shown to the box base.

14. Adhere large chipboard piece, full moon clock die-cut, four die-cut flourishes and Moonbeam Dance die-cut banner to box as shown. Use strong glue to adhere box to base and let dry.

Nice job! Your Dreamy Display Stand is now complete!